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Background Modeling and Foreground Detec on 
 

 Video analysis begins with background subtrac on, that al-ideo analysis begins with backgrounVVV
lows dis nguishing foreground pixels.
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Processing pere -r-pixel basis from the background is not only rocePrP
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Region cohesion and con guity need to be considered in the egion cReR
model.
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We assume that we can regard the image sequence to be We assume that we can regarWW
made up of the sum of a low
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We solve the decomposi on using our approximated Robust We solve the decomposi on using our approximated Robust WW
Principal Component Analysis method that is extended to Principal Component An
handle camera mo on.
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Our contribu on lies in dynamically es ma ng the support of ur contribu on lies in dynamically es ma ng the support of OO
the foreground regions via a superpixel genera on step, so as the foreground regions via a superpixel genera on step, so as 
to impose spa al coherence on these regions, and to obtain to impose spa al coherence on these reg
crisp and meaningful foreground regions.
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Results 

Methodology 
 

 Each frame e Ij IjI , IjI , j=1,1,…,,…,n n is concatenated as a column n AjAA  AjjA in matrix x AA 

 We propose sparsityty-y-inducing norms that can incorporate prior We propose sparsitWW tyy ducing norms that canin
structures on the support of the sparse pa ern
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 We then minimize the func on for the parameters rs LL, L, SSS, and d  one at We then minimize the func on for the parameterWW rs LL, SS and a, d ne at onoo

a me in alterna ng minimiza on un l convergence. A good ini ali-a me in alt
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can be found by pre
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un l convergence. A good ini alion 

ee--aligning all frames in the sequence za on for an be found by prcac ree igning all frames in the seala
to the middle frame, using a robust mul resolu on method
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To reduce the ghos ng ar facts that persist during op miza on o reduce the ghos ng ar facts that persist during op miza on ToT
procedures in most background subtrac on algorithms we propose procedures in most background subtrac on algorithms we propose 
an intui ve ini aliza on strategy. This speeds up convergence, en-an intui ve ini aliza on strategy. This speeds up conve
courages the background to lean towards the best low
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ma on of the sta c parts in the scene, and ini alizes the sparse part ma on of the sta c parts in the scene, and ini alizes the sparse part 
to take on high probability values for regions with highest sta s cal to take on 
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Fig. 1: 1:1 Treeee-e-structured groups in sparsity induc on, division, and discarding procedure. The size Fig. 11: reTreee ructured groups in sparsity induc on, division, and discarding procts
and loca on of the groups are not known and change from one frame to next.
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Fig. 2: 2: Ghos ng e ects that persist in RPCACA-A-based methods. A contaminated background mod-Fig. 22: hos ng e ects that persist in RPCG CAA ased methods. A contaminated background modbab
el in red regions a ects the foreground segmenta on in green regions. Our tandem model is el in red regions a ects the foreground segment
able to eliminate these ar facts, without post
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Fig. 3: 3: i2R results: top row is the original image, second row is the ground truth, and the last Fig. 33: 2R results: top row is the original imi2
row is our unre ned results without post
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